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in life is trough consumption. That we will become hap-

pier, feel hole and more content. That if only we get that new 

sweater, that new tv, that new car, happiness will be achieved. 

That materialism, the pursuit of possessions and owning stuff 

is key. The basic message with all advertisement is the same.

We are constantly exposed to advertisements and com-

mercial promoting this lifestyle. “Because You’re Worth It”, 

“I’m Lovin’ It”, “Just Do It”, “Normal Sleeps. Super Dreams.”, 

“Think Different”, “A Diamond is Forever”, “The Make Up of 

Make Up Artists”, “It Gives You Wiiiings!” are just a handfull 

of the top 30 best advertising slogans. 

But at odds with the thousands of messages that we re-

ceive every day from advertisements, psychological problems 

increase as materialistic values go up. This contradiction cau-

ses confusion as to what is going to make us happy. The steady 

stream of advertisement telling us that consumption is the so-

lution is profoundly problematic. We have to re-examine what 

it means to be successful in life, what it means to be happy, 

hole and content. We need to acknowledge that happiness can 

not be bought, that things can not fill that void within and the-

reby change our attitude towards consumption. 

Previously in a simplified manner there has been two ty-

pes of products that one can consume. The kind that one buy 

and use for a long time, like a washing machine or a car. And 

the things that one use up, like chewing gum, snus and other 

perishables. Then came consumptionism, completely and ut-

terly changing our consumption pattern. Consumptionism 

is all about getting people to treat the things they use as the 

things they use up. Leaving us with one type of product, the 

1.5 trillions of water are used by the fashion industry 

each year. 80 billion garments are produced that same year. 

The equivalent of 1 garbage truck of textiles is wasted every 

second.

Consumption is defined as the process in which the 

substance of a thing is completely destroyed, used up, incor-

porated or transformed into something else. Consumption is 

one of the bigger concepts in the world economy and is ex-

tremely important because it helps determine the growth and 

success of the economy. But recently consumption has lead to 

over-consumption. 

In understanding the effects of over-consumption, it is 

pertinent to understand what causes the phenomenon. There 

is a spectrum of goods and services that the world population 

constantly consume. These range from food and beverage, 

clothing and footwear, housing, energy, technology, transpor-

tation, education, health and personal care, financial services 

and other utilities. Two main factors why we buy so much 

and so often is planned and perceived obsolescence. When it 

is planned, designers create products that will not be able to 

work after a certain amount of time but they work for eno-

ugh time to ensure the customers will come back to buy aga-

in. Perceived obsolescence is fueled by advertising and media 

consumption, declaring that things go out of fashion and must 

therefore be replaced.

We are experiencing the best standard of living in histo-

ry. Despite this we live in a society where depression and other 

mental health problems are more common than ever before. 

And we are constantly told that the way to solve our problems 

one we use up. Causing more consumption then ever.

This blind consumption, this same thing that is not ma-

king us happy, is also causing the degradation of our habitat. 

We can afford to have 350 parts per million of carbon dioxide 

in the atmosphere, now we are closing in on 400 parts per mil-

lion. It is caused by the burning of oil, of natural gas, of coal, 

of all the fuels that we use to power our consumer economy, to 

power the making of crap that we don’t need.

For the environment, the great threat is that capital must 

continue to expand infinitely in order to survive. It can not 

have any limits on its expansion or its growth. But the natu-

ral word clearly does have limits, very defined limits to how 

much the earth can sustain in therms of production, trade, 

transport and distribution. And it is quite clear that we have 

already overstepped a lot of those limits, which is why we are 

experiencing such stress in the natural world at the moment. 

We need to recognize these limits and ultimately we need to 

change the way we consume. 

This project aims to recognize this limits, raise aware-

ness regarding the issue of over-consumption and ultimately 

change the way we consume. It intend to bring the consequen-

ces of consumption to the center of consumption and thereby 

ensure that the people consuming ultimately will have to deal 

with the consequences.
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And since everyone in Umeå is consuming, everyone is a part 
of our consumption society and therefore everyone can be 
a part of the change towards a society in which we consume 
consciously, and truly pay the true cost of our consumption. In 
order to gain a greater understanding of the problem could be 
solved I conducted interviews with consumers, ranging in age, 
gender and personalities. I asked them questions about their 
consumption pattern, if they thought that over-consumption 
is a problem and how the problem could be solved. Everyone 
of the 120 people that I asked thinks that over-consumption is 
a problem, and the majority thinks that information is the key 

One of the consequences of consumption is waste. Take for 
example if you where to buy a new pair of jeans. They would 
be put in a plastic bag in order for you to carry them home. 
The plastic bag might be reused for a couple of times, best case 
senario, but it will eventually end up in your garbage bin. And 
other scenarios of consumption leave other waste. 

In Sweden, we leave millions of tonnes of waste in recycling 
centers each year and think that recycling our waste is a step 
towards saving the environment. But as soon as we have left 
our waste at our closes recycling center, we don’t really know 
what happens to it, and it is not our problem any more.

Much of the materials that are left at the recycling centers is

to solving the problem. It is however proven that people tend 
to react with denial when some things are considered as sha-
meful. Therefore, just knowing that something is a threat to 
the environment won’t do the trick. All the interviews, one ar-
ticle about denial and conclusions based on them can be found 
in the booklet ”Talking about consumption. 

This project intend to bring the consequences of consumption 
to the center of consumption, ensuring that the people consu-
ming ultimately will have to deal with the consequences of 
consumption. But what are the consequences of consumption?

actually recycled. But far from all. Plastic is the material that 
is most difficult to sort and has therefore the lowest propor-
tion of recycling. The larger part of the plastic deposited in 
recycling bins does not get recycled, globally only a mere 7% of 
all plastics end up being recycled while the vast majority is ac-
cumulating in landfills or sloughing off in the natural environ-
ment as litter. It is estimated that there will be more plastic in 
the oceans than fish by 2050. 

Many people claim that we must reduce our use of plastic 
rather than recycling it. But what should we do with the 8.3 
billion metric tonnes that has already been produced? Since 
plastic is strong, lightweight, and moldable, why don’t we just 
reshape its future? And let it reshape ours.

waste and the very essentials for life (like air, land and water) 
get more and more polluted and toxic. But we, you and I, are 
not directly affected. We can read about that we are a part of 
the minority that bares the responsibility for this, but we do 
not yet see the consequences of this in or daily habitat. The 
consequences is first and foremost seen where these resources 
are extracted and processed, which is far away from here. 

Currently, 80% of the world’s resources are used by a 17% of the 
world’s population. There is a flow of precious resources from 
the global South to the North. These resources are exploited 
and used for producing goods and services for the minority of 
the world’s population instead of being used to provide the ba-
sic necessities for the rest of the world’s population. The people 
consuming are not paying the true cost of their consumption.

Everything we consume comes from the natural world. It is 
extracted, mined, farmed, grown, fished and cut down. And 
as we continue to consume at an ever increasing rate for the 
illusion of a ”comfortable” life, the planet suffers from this 
over-extraction of resources, resulting in degraded and collap-
sing ecosystems, habitats and species. Increased consumption, 
in addition to all of this, creates increased pollution and 
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a subsoil of image-dominated environment, Rådhustorget se-
ems to have been the ”people’s place”. Enhancing the idea that 
Rådhustorget is the very core of Umeå.

The square is surrounded with clothing stores, restaurants and 
other services, leaving us with infinite possibilities to consu-
me. This map illustrates in which buildings consumption can 
take place. 

All of this waste could be collected in a recycling center at Råd-
hustorget. A recycling center with the main purpose to bring 
the consequences of consumption to the consumers. The re-
cycling center will be built by consumption, where plastic will 
be collected at site and then transformed into building blocks 
creating the structure of the recycling center.

The recycling center will have recycling bins for newspapers & 
printed matter, paper and cardboard packaging, metal, plas-
tic, colored glass, clear glass, light bulbs and fluorescent lamps, 
batteries and other electronics. 

The size of the recycling bins is based on statistics of how 
much material that is left at recycling stations nationally. Whe-
re newspapers & printed matter, paper and cardboard packa-
ging requires more volume then metal and plastic. 

The recycling center will be provocative, prominent and trans-
parent in order to ensure its success. It will be deliberately pla-
ced to block the main pedestrian flow, more or less forcing 
itself on people. The shape and the overall appearance of the 
building will make it prominent and transparent.

Umeå is a place for people and the social life, especially the city 
center. Rådhustorget has been described as a meeting place, an 
experience and a safe place in civic dialogues. Rådhustorget is 
undeniably Umeå’s most central location and defines the city 
center. Both physically and symbolically.

Historical pictures reveals that Rådhustorget always seams to 
have been richly populated. Despite a northern climate and

Map illustrating where consumption can take place  |   Scale n/a
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The square is therefore the perfect location to bring the conse-
quences of consumption to.
 
The area surrounding the square is called central Umeå, with 
1200 inhabitants. And annually they recycle approximately 
1200 m3 of newspaper and other printed matters, 800m3 of pa-
per and cardboard packaging, 10 m3 of metal, 60 m3 of plastic 
och 110 cubic meters m3. 

A bui lding created by consumption
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Site map   |   Scale n/a
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The advantages of using plastic in construction are that it is 
lightweight yet strong which makes it easier to transport and 
maneuver around sites. It is also resistant to rot and corro-
sion and has strong weather ability due to it being capable of 
achieving tight seals. Plastic can also be flexible, and is easi-
ly extruded, bent, moulded, and so on. However much of the 
plastic used in construction today is not recycled plastic, and 
the industry is thereby adding to the catastrophic plastic pol-
lution that is currently happening. We must start making use 
of what we already have instead of continue to produce new. 

The company ByFusion is one of the few companies that are 
doing this, turning plastic pollution into a building solution. 
They are turning an environmental disaster into a useful pro-
duct. The company has developed a machine, the ”ByFusion 
Blocker”, that is transforming all types of plastic waste into 
building blocks that can be used for building houses and in-
frastructures. In the process of creating building blocks out of 
plastic, plastic trash is first reduced into smaller pieces, then 
super-heated water and compression is used to fuse the plastic 
into blocks. 

Plastic is a general name given to a wide range of synthetic 
materials that are based on polymers. The construction indu-
stry uses plastic for a wide range of applications because of its 
versatility, strength-to-weight ratio, durability, corrosion resi-
stance, and so on.

Plastic can be manufactured into forms such as; pipes, cables, 
coverings, panels, films, sheets and so on; and can be formed 
or expanded to create low density materials; and be dissolved 
in solvents or dispersed as emulsions.

The plastic blocks created in the ByFusion blocker are stacked on top of each other laterally offset and hold together by reinforcing bars. The process of building is ongoing and will 
eventually create the structure.

In the process of creating building blocks out of plastic, plastic trash is first reduced into smaller pieces, then super-heated water and compression is used to fuse the plastic into blocks. 

Section The ”ByFusion blocker”   |   Scale n/a

Creating plastic  bui lding blocks

Creating the structure

Perspective drawing one wall of the building   |   Scale n/a
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small staff room for the person working on site. When the structure for the 
machine is finalized, after approximately a year of production, the blocks 
produced will be used to build the third body. The third body [number 3 on 
the map] is the recycling center. It will take approximately another year for 
the machine to produced enough building blocks to build the third body. 

Once the recycling center is in use the center will be emptied once a week. 
However, the plastic will be left at site to continue the process of building 
plastic blocks. 

The project consists of 3 main bodies. The bodies will be created as the pro-
ject develops. The first body [number 1 on the map] is the container where 
the plastic waste can be left. The container will be placed on site in the 
earlier step of the project. The second body [number 2 on the map] is the 
machine that will turn the plastic waste left in the container into building 
material and it’s shelter. The machine will be left in a container at the site 
and the production of plastic blocks will start. The plastic blocks created 
during the first stages of the project will be used to create a shelter for the 
machine, to enable it to run all year around. This body will also consist of a 
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Perspective drawing   |   Scale n/a
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The plast ic  landscape


